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ILC Physics Goals
Reminder of ILC physics program:
! Precise measurements of Higgs boson and top quark

" If there is new physics, their properties deviate from 
those predicted by the SM.

! Great potential for directly discovery of new particles, e.g.:
" Dark matter, supersymmetric (SUSY) particles…

! Plenty of room for surprises!
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Aspects of Detector Design

An ILC detector must:
! Be able to carry out the physics program
! Take into account the accelerator design (and provide feedback)
! Exploit and advance the latest sensor technology
! Fit in a reasonable budget profile (! fixes the size of the detector)

ILD SiD



(ATLAS: H ! ZZ* ! µµee candidate)

From
Higgs decay

Other
particles

From
Higgs decay
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LHC/ILC Comparison: Higgs Detection

ILC: e+e- ! !!H (simulation)

Higgs
decay
only

LHC: Look for a striking signal in large 
background; high energy reach

ILC: Detect everything, measure as 
precisely as possible



LHC: high rate, 
continuous operation

ILC: low rate, with pause 
in-between bunch trains

25ns

554ns, 1312 bunches
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LHC/ILC Comparison: Collision Rate
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! Detector requirements from the accelerator:

LHC ILC
Radiation hardness

Readout speed
(Trigger-free)

Number of sensors
(Granularity/Thinness)



ILC Detector Design Philosophy

• Particle flow approach to jet reconstruction
– jet energy resolution
– highly granular calorimeters

• High performance tracking
– momentum & position resolution
– efficient and robust in dense environment



"

KL,n

Ejet = E(ECAL) + E(HCAL) Ejet = E(Tracker) + E(") + E(KL,n)

#E / E @5 GeV @50 GeV @500 GeV

Tracker 0.00002 $ E 0.01% 0.1% 1%

ECAL 0.2 / %E 9% 3% 1%

HCAL 0.6 / %E 30% 8% 3%

Composition ~60% : ~30% : ~10%Composition ~30% : ~70%

for single 
particles

Reducing HCAL dependence improves Ejet resolution
! Require highly granular ECAL & HCAL

Particle Flow

Traditional Calorimetry Particle Flow Calorimetry
Tracker ECAL HCAL

Cross out clusters 
from charged hadrons



ILD and SiD

ILD (International Large Detector) SiD (Silicon Detector)
Height x Length 16 m x 14 m 14 m x 11 m

Weight 14,000 t 10,100 t

Magnetic field 3.5 T 5 T

ECAL inner radius 1.8 m 1.3 m

Tracker TPC Silicon strip

Both detectors optimized for particle flow performance 9



Tracker
5 layers of silicon strips
25 µm strips, 50 µm readout pitch

Time-Projection Chamber, 1x6mm2 readout pads
~200 hits per track, 100µm resolution
dE/dx information

SiD

ILD

Micromegas
35µm

GEM

45µm

Chapter 6. ILD Performance

Figure III-6.1
(Left) Average number
of hits for simulated
charged particle tracks
as a function of polar
angle. (Right) Average
total radiation length
of the material in the
tracking detectors as a
function of polar angle.
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Kalman-filter based track reconstruction, MarlinTrk, the PandoraPFA particle flow algorithm and the
LCFIPlus flavour tagging package.

6.1.2 ILD tracking performance

ILD tracking is designed around three subsystems capable of standalone tracking: VTX, FTD and
the TPC. These are augmented by three auxiliary tracking systems, the SIT, SET and ETD, which
provide additional high resolution measurement points. The momentum resolution goal [381] is

‡
1/pT

¥ 2 ◊ 10≠5 GeV≠1.

This level of performance ensures that the model-independent selection of the higgsstrahlung events
from the recoil against leptonic Z æ µ+µ≠ decays is dominated by beam energy spread rather than
the detector resolution. The performance goal for the impact parameter resolution is

‡r„ = 5 µm ü 10
p(GeV) sin3/2 ◊

µm. (III-6.1)

Meeting this gaol is crucial for the flavour tagging performance, and in particular the e�cient
separation of charm and bottom quark decays of the higgs boson.

6.1.2.1 Coverage and material budget

Figure III-6.1a shows, as a function of polar angle, ◊, the average number of reconstructed hits
associated with simulated 100 GeV muons. The TPC provides full coverage down to ◊ = 37¶. Beyond
this the number of measurement points decreases. The last measurement point provided by the TPC
corresponds to ◊ ¥ 10¶. The central inner tracking system, consisting of the six layer VTX and the
two layer SIT, provides eight precise measurements down to ◊ = 26¶. The innermost and middle
double layer of the VTX extend the coverage down to ◊ ≥ 16¶. The FTD provides up to a maximum
of five measurement points for tracks at small polar angles. The SET and ETD provide a single high
precision measurement point with large lever arm outside of the TPC volume down to a ◊ ≥ 10¶. The
di�erent tracking system contributions to the detector material budget, including support structures,
is shown in Figure III-6.1b. The spikes at small polar angles correspond to the support structures,
electronics and cabling in the around the TPC endcap region. The bump at around 90¶ for the
TPC corresponds to the central cathode membrane. Compared to the letter of intent the material
has overall increased slightly due to the more detailed and realistic simulation, except for the TPC
endplate where it has grown by close to 50%. This is explained in more detail in the TPC section 2.3.

284 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part III



Momentum Resolution

a=2$10-5

ILC goal
a=1$10-5a=4$10-5a=8$10-5

Requirement comes from the Higgs mass 
measurement via the recoil method:

PH = Pe+e! ! Pµµ

beam
spectrum

momentum
resolution

�pT

pT
2

= a � b
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track radius
measurement

multiple
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Track momentum resolution 
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! Silicon pixels
" 5 single layers or 3 double-sided layers
" e.g. "r# ~3 µm ! ~17µm pitch

! Low material budget: O(0.15%X0) per layer
! Challenges: beam backgrounds, cooling, alignment
! Last detector to be installed; several options 

currently exist
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Vertex Detector

"#$%#&
'()*

'+,-.-/0123

%0.24/01234''"

*)5

! Readout strategies: exploiting the ILC duty cycle O(10-3):
" Slow readout (low power) in-between trains

! either ~5µm pitch for occupancy or in-pixel timestamping
" Fast readout with power cycling

! mechanical stress from Lorentz forces in high B field

SiD ILD
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~100µm

Vertexing and Flavor Tagging

Lifetime of charm hadrons: c$ ~  80µm
bottom hadrons: c$ ~400µm

H ! bb, cc, gg
t ! bW
W! cs, ud
Z ! bb, cc, ss, dd, uu

Identifying the flavor of the originating quark helps with the 
reconstruction of the parent particle:

Key signature of heavy quarks:
secondary vertices

! Requirement on spatial resolution of sensors close 
to the interaction point (=vertex detectors)



Flavor Tagging

! Many important physics processes have multiple heavy flavor jets
" Higgs hadronic BRs: H ! bb,cc,gg
" Higgs self-coupling: ZHH ! qqbbbb
" Top-Yukawa coupling: ttH ! bWbWbb

14

!" #

667 877

H!bb (58%)
Z!qq (70%)
W!qq (65%)

!###

If single b-tag efficiency improves from 80% to 85% (+6%)
efficiency of 4b improves 40% ! 52% (+30%)
Large impact on final states with many b jets



Decay Chain
! Ideally want to reconstruct the entire decay chain in a jet:

15

PV: Primary Vertex
SV: Secondary Vertex

PV SV SV
SV

b c
s Primary Tracks

Secondary Tracks

Vertex reconstruction is key to flavor tagging
! Require at least two reconstructed tracks 
! Use track impact parameter if vertex reco. not possible

##

PV



Impact Parameter
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x

y

PV

d0

track

Transverse impact parameter

x

z

PV

z0

track

Longitudinal impact parameter

at the point where 
d0 is measured

Impact parameter significance:
S(d0) = d0/"d0 ,  S(z0) = z0/"z0

Uncertainty taken from track fit: "d0 , "z0



Signed Impact Parameter

17
x

y

PV

Displacement vector
for d0 : rd0

track

Jet momentum: pjet

Positive if (pjet rd0) > 0

x

y

PV

track

Negative if (pjet rd0) < 0

Secondary decays should be in the direction of the jet
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Signed transverse impact parameter significance
Track having the highest value is chosen to represent the 
variable per jet

Zàqq sample
b
c
uds
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z0/σz0d0/σd0

d0/σd0 d0/σd0

for track with
highest d0/σd0

for track with
second highest
d0/σd0
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~1mm

Secondary Vertex

Lifetime of c hadrons: c$ ~  80µm
b hadrons: c$ ~400µm

Exponential decay
Not Gaussian peaks!

Mean secondary vertex distance:
<Lvtx> = "&c'

e.g. for B meson (mB~5 GeV) with 
E=45 GeV, %~9, &~1 ! L~3.6mm

H ! bb, cc, gg
t ! bW
W! cs, ud
Z ! bb, cc, ss, dd, uu

Identifying the flavor of the originating 
quark helps with the reconstruction of 
the parent particle:

Key signature of heavy quarks:
secondary vertices

Distance between secondary vertex
and primary vertex (reco.) [mm]

Z!qq sample
b
c
uds
strange vertices
suppressed via
V0 rejection



Vertex Reconstruction
Two standard approaches to vertex reconstruction:

! “tear down” method – used for finding primary vertex
" Start with all tracks
" Fit the tracks to a vertex
" Remove track which is most inconsistent with the vertex
" Repeat until all tracks are consistent with the vertex, 

i.e. '2 contribution is smaller than some threshold value

21

~1mm

! “build up” method – used for finding 
secondary vertices
" Create vertex “seeds” from track 

pairs
" Try to add more tracks to the vertex, 

accept if the vertex fit is good
" Repeat until there are no more 

tracks to add
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Underflow       0

Overflow       16Photon conversions 
occur where there is 
detector material

Reconstructed
( mass

V0 Rejection
Long-lived neutral particles “V0

particles” decaying to two charged 
tracks are backgrounds in flavor 
tagging.

Strange neutral hadrons:
! KS : lifetime c$ ~26mm

" KS!)+)-

! ( : lifetime c$ ~79mm
" (!p)

Material interactions:
! " conversions : %(N)!e+e- (N)

22

~79mm

Material interactions:
: %(N)!e+e- (N)

V0 particles are removed by applying selections 
on the mass and direction to the primary vertex.

In the � nal step, we attempt to recover tracks in the primary vertex which may have originated from a125

secondary decay. This step is optional, and is included in the reference results. For every secondary vertex,126

the tracks in the primary vertex are examined based on the following two criteria. The � rst criterion is that127

the increase in the vertex mass due to the inclusion of the track must be smaller than the track energy or the128

sum of the energy of all the tracks in the vertex. The second criterion is that the track must be in the same129

hemisphere as the direction of the combined momenta of all the tracks in the vertex. For tracks that satisfy130

the criteria above, the vertex χ2 value is computed including the track, and the track χ2 contribution to the131

secondary vertex is compared to that of the primary vertex. If the track χ2 contribution to the secondary132

vertex is smaller than half the track χ2 contribution to the primary vertex, the track is removed from the133

primary vertex and attached to the secondary vertex.134

2.4. V 0 rejection135

Neutral particles which decay or convert into a pair of charged tracks, known as V 0 particles, have136

signatures that resemble those from the decay of bottom or charm hadrons. It is essential to remove the V 0
137

particles in the list of particles to consider in order to reduce the leakage originating from light jets. Dedicated138

� lters are applied in order to reconstruct and remove the following decays of V 0 particles: K0
S → π+π−,139

Λ0 → pπ−, and photon conversions γconvX → e+e−X.140

The selection of V 0 particles is applied to the list of secondary vertex candidates.141

The identi� cation of the V 0 particles is based on the kinematic variables which are computed from142

the sum of the four vectors of the two charged tracks, and the angle and distance with respect to the143

primary vertex. The following variables are used: the reconstructed mass, the distance between the primary144

vertex and the V 0 vertex denoted as r, and the cosine of the angle between the V 0 momentum and the145

displacement vector from the primary vertex to the V 0 vertex position denoted as p̂ � r̂. The variable p̂ � r̂146

tests the consistency of whether the V 0 particle originated from the primary vertex.147

Two sets of selection criteria are used for the V 0 selection as summarized in Tab. 1. Tracks included in148

the V 0 vertices with ` tight' selection are never used as any other vertex candidates. On the other hand, V 0
149

vertices with ` loose' selection are not used as the b or c vertices, but the tracks in the ` loose' V 0 vertices are150

considered with other tracks to try to form other vertices.151

K0
S K0

S Λ0 Λ0 γconv γconv
tight loose tight loose tight loose

Mass (GeV) [0 : 493; 0: 503] [0: 488; 0: 508] [1: 111 ; 1: 121] [1: 106; 1: 126] < 0: 005 < 0: 01
r (mm) > 0: 5 > 0: 3 > 0: 5 > 0: 3 > 9 > 9
p̂ � r̂ > 0: 999 > 0: 999 > 0: 99995 > 0: 999 > 0: 99995 > 0: 999

Table 1: Summary of V 0 selection. Refer to the text for the de� nition of the variables.

2.5. Performance of vertex � nding152

The performance of the vertex � nders are evaluated on a sample of b�b events at a center-of-mass energy153

of
√
s = 91 : 2 GeV, including the Geant4-based full simulation of the response of the ILD detector concept.154

The primary vertex � nder was applied to the events after the track � nding, followed by the secondary155

vertex � nder, using the default parameters. Table 2 gives the total number of tracks which are categorized156

according to their decay chain.157

à Primary : Tracks that originate from the primary vertex.158

à Bottom: Tracks whose most immediate parent with a non-zero lifetime containing a bottom quark.159

à Charm: Same as above, except the parent contains a charm quark.160

à Others: All the other tracks, such as those from τ decays, strange hadrons, or photon conversions.161

4



Secondary Vertex Reconstruction
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Z!qq sample
b
c
uds (V0 removed)

Distance between SV and PV [mm] Vertex mass with pT correction[GeV]

mb ~ 5 GeV, mc ~ 2 GeV
Vertex mass powerful 
discriminant for b/c 

separation

Add minimum amount of pT to the vertex 
(contribution from neutral particles) needed to make 
the vertex momentum direction consistent with the 
primary vertex

We also give the fraction of tracks that are used to form a secondary vertex. In this sample, around 60%162

of the tracks from bottom and charm hadrons are correctly used to form secondary vertices. The fraction163

of tracks from the primary vertex that are erroneously used to form a secondary vertex is 0.6%. We give164

two additional measures to assess the correctness of the secondary vertex reconstruction. First, we require165

that all the tracks forming the secondary vertex must be part of the same decay chain, descending from the166

same bottom hadron. At this stage, we do not yet discriminate the cross-contamination between bottom167

and charm tracks. We see that the secondary vertex contains very little contamination outside the decay168

chain, at the level of 1{ 2% in terms of the number of tracks. The second measure is more strict, requiring169

that all the secondary tracks must come from the same most immediate parent particle with a non-zero170

lifetime. This is a measure of how well we discriminate between bottom and charm tracks: of all the tracks171

forming a secondary vertex, about 55{ 60% of them are well separated into bottom and charm vertices.172

Track origin Primary Bottom Charm Others
Total number of tracks 496897 258299 247352 56432
Tracks in secondary vertices 0.6% 57.5% 64.3% 2.5%
... from the same decay chain | 56.6% 63.4% 1.9%
... from the same parent particle | 32.2% 38.9% 1.2%

Table 2: The performance of the LCFIPlus vertex � nder evaluated on a sample of bb events with
√
s = 91 : 2 GeV. Refer to the

main text for the explanation of the categories.

3. Jet Clustering173

Our jet clustering method aims to achieve the best performance of  avor tagging at multi-jet � nal states,174

since most of interesting � nal states in linear colliders, especially related to the Higgs boson, have more than175

4-jets with several b jets, whose  avor tagging performance suffers from mis-jet clustering.176

To avoid mis-counting of heavy jets in those processes, we utilize variables characteristic to heavy- avor177

jets, which are existence of secondary vertices and leptons in the jets to treat as a ` seed' of jet clustering.178

This helps the heavy- avor jets to be separated, thus is expected to result in the better  avor tagging.179

The jet � nder can also run as a traditional jet � nder if the user switches off the feature to utilize secondary180

vertices and leptons.181

3.1. Lepton Tagging182

Isolated leptons within a jet can be a sign of semileptonic decays of heavy  avor hadrons. Here, we focus183

on muons instead of electrons, since electron identi� cation suffers from the incorrect matching of calorimeter184

clusters with the track. We use a simple muon selection criteria by requiring an energy deposit of greater185

than 50 MeV in the muon chamber, while limiting the energy deposits inside the electromagnetic and hadron186

calorimeters. To further increase the purity of the muon selection, we require the impact parameter of the187

track in either direction (d0 or z0) to be displaced from the primary vertex by more than 5 σ. These muons188

are treated in equal footing as secondary vertices in the procedure below.189

3.2. Vertex and lepton combination190

A striking feature of heavy  avor hadrons is the cascade of multiple decays. The purpose of this step is191

to combine the secondary vertices and the leptons from the semileptonic decays in a way that is consistent192

with the cascade decay. The combination is done using the opening angles between the vertices and/or193

leptons. For the vertex, the direction of the vertex position from the primary vertex is used, while for the194

leptons the momentum direction is used. A pair of two vertices are combined if the opening angle between195

the two vertices is less than 0.2 rad. For a pair of two leptons or a lepton and a vertex, the opening angle196

threshold is 0.3 rad, considering the fact that leptons tend to have a larger deviation in angle with respect197

to the jet direction.198

5



Multivariate Analysis
! We construct discriminating variables for each jet.
! We then perform a multivariate analysis

(as implemented in the TMVA package of ROOT):
" To fully take advantage of the shape of the distributions, while taking 

into account the correlations among the variables
! We “train” the multivariate classifier by using samples which we already 

know the “correct answer”. The algorithm learns how to use the 
variables to arrive at the “correct answer”.
" We need to ensure that “training” and “testing” datasets are statistically independent 

when giving the results.

24

X1

X2

XN

…

Multivariate
Classifier

Y
Input
Variables

Output
Variable



Categories
! For the training of the multivariate analysis, it is often helpful to divide 

the dataset into different parameter spaces. This is especially the case if 
we know that they will be very different. Then the algorithm can focus 
on the differences within the restricted space, rather than finding the 
boundaries of this parameter space which gives the large difference.

! In our application, we divide the dataset according to the number of 
reconstructed vertices:
" Category 1: # of vertex = 0
" Category 2: # of vertex = 1
" Category 3: # of vertex = 2

25

#vtx=0 #vtx=1Z!qq
sample
b
c
uds
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=>61?@

=>61?A

=>61B?C

b
c
uds

The output value is used to assign a likelihood that a jet is of a given flavor



Flavor Tagging Performance
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5. Flavor Tagging278

While the  avor tagging procedure described in this section is in principle independent of the order of279

the jet � nding and secondary vertex � nding, the performance is given for the procedures given in this paper,280

i.e. in the order of vertex � nding, jet � nding, and vertex re� ning as described in the previous sections.281

The  avor tagging procedure is based on a multivariate classi� er as implemented in the TMVA package.282

The  avor tagging procedure is applied to each jet and makes no attempt to look at the interaction between283

the jets beyond what is implemented up to this point. The jets are divided into four categories according284

the number of reconstructed vertices in a jet. For each category, a set of input variables are de� ned, which285

are then passed to the multivariate classi� er. The classi� er outputs, which we call b, c and uds likeness, are286

normalized across the different categories so that the sum of the three values for the same jet equals unity.287

We employ boosted decision trees (BDTs) as the multivariate classi� er in the TMVA package in ROOT.288

The BDTs with gradient boosting are used. The BDTs operate in the multiclass mode which allows the289

simultaneous training of multiple classes of events. In our case, we de� ne three classes, which are b jets, c290

jets, and uds jets.291

The jets are categorized by the number of reconstructed vertices. By the design of the vertex re� ner292

described in the previous section, each jet can either have zero, one, or two properly reconstructed vertices.293

In addition, each jet can have the single-track pseudovertex is also considered. We separate the jets into the294

four categories as listed in Tab. 4.295

The  avor tagging input variables are constructed from the constituents of the jets such as the charged296

tracks and secondary vertices. The momentum of the jet itself is used for the inspection of the jet constituents297

in terms of the jet direction. Many input variables can depend on the energy of the jet, since the decay298

length and angles between particles necessarily depend on the boost of the particles involved. They can be299

normalized making use of the jet energy to diminish the jet energy dependence. The jet energy dependence300

cannot be completely eliminated because the acceptance cuts and the detector effects are inherently not301

invariant as a function of the jet energy. The list of input variables are shown in Tabs. 6-7.302
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Figure 1: The  avor tagging performance, evaluated on Z → qq sample at
√
s = 91 : 2 GeV, is shown in terms of the mis-

identi� cation fraction versus the tagging efficiency. (a) The tagging efficiency is shown for b jets. The green (circle) points
show the fraction of c jets being mistaken as a b jet. The blue (square) points show the fraction of uds jets being mistaken as
a b jet. (b) The tagging efficiency is shown for c jets. The red (circle) points show the fraction of b jets being mistaken as a c
jet. The blue (square) points show the fraction of uds jets being mistaken as a c jet.
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b tagging
i.e. b signal, c/uds background

c tagging
i.e. c signal, b/uds background

(#vtx, #pseudo-vtx) b jet c jet uds jet
(0; 0) 21.3% 59.3% 98.1%
(0; 1) 1.61% 0.17% 0.01%
(1; 0) 39.7% 39.8% 1.80%
(1; 1) 13.5% 0.54% 0.02%
(2; 0) 23.8% 0.19% 0.04%

Table 3: The distribution of b, c, and uds jets categorized in terms of the reconstructed number of vertices and single-track
pseudo-vertices, studied in a sample of e+e− → qq events at

√
s = 91 GeV.

Category A B C D
Number of vertices 0 1 1 2
Number of single-track pseudovertices 0-2 0 1 0

Table 4: De� nition of  avor tagging categories.

 avor assignment true b jet true c jet true uds jet
b jet 80.1% 7.28% 0.94%
c jet 16.2% 67.4% 9.56%

uds jet 3.72% 25.3% 89.5%

Table 5: The true  avor composition of jets which are identi� ed as b, c and uds jets using the maximum likeness value, studied
in a sample of e+e− → qq events at

√
s = 91 GeV.

Figure 3: Energy dependence of the b tagging performance studied for 6-jet events at
√
s = 1000 GeV. (a) The b tagging

efficiency is shown with the mis-identi� cation fraction evaluated using c jets. (b) The b tagging efficiency is shown with the
mis-identi� cation fraction evaluated using uds jets.

11



Application:
Higgs hadronic decays
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Template distributions for H!bb,cc,gg: ILC 250 GeV [H.Ono]

! Flavor tagging makes it possible to measure Higgs BRs to bb/cc/gg
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Jet Finding and Vertex Splitting
! So far, assumed that jet finding is done prior to 

flavor tagging
! HOWEVER, secondary tracks can get combined 

into different jets
" effect significant in events with many jets

! Solution: perform vertex finding before jet 
clustering
" computationally more challenging but doable

29Shown to increase b finding efficiency in ZHH events



Performance: ZHH at 500 GeV
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Summary
ILC detector concepts: SiD & ILD
! Requirements driven by physics
! Both concepts based on particle flow 

with high granularity sensors
! High performance tracking

" ILD: TPC as main tracker
" SiD: all silicon

! Vertexing essential for flavor tagging

Flavor tagging
! Reconstruction of decay chain
! Secondary vertices and tracks with large 

impact parameters are key objects
! Multivariate analysis with event 

categorization essential for performance
! b tagging and c tagging demonstrated 

for linear collider studies




